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Abstract. In this paper we develop a positive theory of network connectivity, seeking to provide the
microfoundations of alternative network topologies as the result of self-interested actors. By building
roads, landowners hope to increase their parcels' accessibility and economic value. A simulation
model is performed on a grid-like land-use layer with a downtown in the center. The degree to which
the networks are tree-like is evaluated. This research posits that road networks experience an
evolutionary process where a tree-like structure first emerges around the centered parcel before the
network pushes outward to the periphery. Road network topology becomes increasingly connected as
the accessibility value of reaching other parcels increases. The results demonstrate that, even without
a centralized authority, road networks can display the property of self-organization and evolution, and
that, in the absence of intervention, the degree to which a network structure is tree-like or web-like
results from the underlying economies.
Keywords: road network, network growth, network structure, treeness, circuitness, topology

1 Introduction
The design of street patterns in cities is contentious. Traditional engineering design
guidelines argue for a hierarchical, even tree-like, street and highway pattern (AASHTO,
2001), particularly in new suburban environments. Many urban designers propose
a flatter, web-like pattern developing organically (Alexander, 1965) or from plans
(Grammenos et al, 2008; Martin, 2008). Aspects of network form have been codified
in design principles both historically (Ben-Joseph, 2005; Ben-Joseph and Szold, 2005;
Southworth and Ben-Joseph, 2003) and for transit-oriented development (Jacobson and
Forsyth, 2008). This debate has been held at a normative level, with arguments about
which pattern satisfies different values and purposes (eg, efficiency for cars versus
efficiency for pedestrians, how to deal with through traffic, and what is the best
allocation of land between transportation and other uses). Such different values and
purposes are reflected not only in existing street patterns, but also in the process of
constructing these networks.
Road networks may be specified using top-down or bottom-up mechanisms. The
top-down mechanism assumes that road networks are planned by an authorized
agency, such as governmental or quasi-governmental sectors. The mechanism frequently features centralized objectives (such as maximizing travel speeds on the
network, minimizing overall cost, and enhancing accessibility). One example often
given is the US Interstate Highway System which was planned and financed by the
US federal government under the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (Rae, 1971). As
the world's longest highway system, it has been dubbed as ``the greatest public works
project in history'' (Weingroff, 2006). Though this is largely considered to be a topdown process and the general connectivity between cities was given by the plan, the
details of the location of routes, and especially spurs, was iteratively decided between
local, metropolitan, state, and the federal governments.
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The other category is a bottom-up mechanism, meaning that roads emerge from a
decentralized and spontaneous construction process. The UK turnpike system from the
17th to the 19th century is an example of decentralized efforts. The turnpike system was
not planned centrally but built by local trustees who were authorized to levy tolls on
the turnpikes they constructed. The turnpike system included both new and reconstructed roads (Buchanan, 1990), and local residents were responsible for maintaining
part of the turnpikes (Albert, 2007). This largely bottom-up approach created a remarkable road system in the UK in the 18th century, although there was still a top-down
regulatory mechanism in that turnpike trusts required parliamentary approval.
Modern road systems probably cannot be built and maintained completely by
individuals, but collaborations with other individuals (typically in the from of development companies) enables the building of most of the length of the road network
(typically requiring government approval and subject to regulation, but following the
devleoper's plans and using the developer's capital), and local governments build more
road networks than higher levels of government. Many of the more important roads
have long histories, and had incipient forms that were the creation of individuals
acting along or together. As Powers (1910, page AU5) indicated, ``Our public roads
are an evolution from the primary paths made by animals and by men. Of the identity
of the first beings who made paths in the wilderness we are uncertain. Whatever their
character and origin, we may be reasonably certain that they had roads of some sort.''
The emergence of the ``roads of some sort'', without a centralized plan, must
involve numerous spontaneous interactions. From individuals' spontaneous interactions in a community, the order of road networks can evolve (Ben-Joseph, 2005),
that is, road networks can self-organize. What properties do these networks display?
What theory underlies the mechanism?
On the basis of a microeconomic model of road network growth, we develop here a
positive theory of network connectivity for road networks in a decentralized context.
The intent is to illustrate the feasibility of self-organization to provide insights into the
dynamics of road network growth (ie, capture the evolution of the system rather than
just its end state), and to suggest implications for planning practice. This is a critical
point in that the door of alternative regulations and planning may be opened after the
principles of the ``invisible hand'' of the market are understood.
This research models the impact of individual parcel owners' behavior on road
network patterns. The model is based on the innovations of individual agents, the
developers and the residential and commercial locators they serve, rather than a
normative theory based on the ideals of planners, architects, or engineers. The idea
accords with Powers's (1910) review of the history of road building in the US. First, the
early roads were built due to a cell for communication and navigation. In this research,
we assume that roads are constructed by self-interested parcel owners who aim to
increase the value of their own land parcels measured by accessibility. Second, ``road
buildings began at centers and spread out with the spread of population'' (Powers,
1910, page AU5). In this paper a center with the highest economic value of accessibility
is presumed to exist and therefore other parcel owners want to connect to it. This
represents, for instance, the location of a port or railroad station that allows access to
the outside world, or it might represent some natural resource, such as a mine. Third,
as anecdotal evidence about early roads in Massachusetts Bay Colony depicts, ``in 1636
a measure was passed in the Massachusetts Bay Colony which provided that two
or three men from adjacent towns get together and lay out proper roads ... provided
they did not necessitate pulling down a man's house or going through his garden or
orchard'' (Powers, 1910, page AU5).
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This paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the literature on
transport network topology and modeling road networks. The third section describes
land-use affinity, the attractiveness between key activities that shapes how networks
will be constructed. This is followed by a discussion of network configuration and
accessibility, which describes alternative street configurations. A simple model of
whether a link would be constructed by a self-interested developer is presented, and
later this is applied in a simulation to illustrate the different types of connections that
might emerge under different circumstances. We conclude with a discussion and policy
implications.
2 Literature
Since Euler (1736) first studied the seven bridges problem in Ko«nigsberg, transport
networks have been a topic of extensive study. A network can be represented graphically
by a set of nodes and a set of edges connecting these nodes. In the transport context,
locations or places can be seen as nodes, and edges are the physical constructs, such as
the highway, aviation, or railway network. Different transport networks have been
found to display interesting patterns. For example, the US airline networks feature
the hub-and-spoke structure (Shaw, 1993). The worldwide air transport network is a
scale-free, small-world network (Guimera et al, 2005). The railway network in India
displays small-world properties (1) (Sen et al, 2003), and the US road network consists
of a hierarchy of roads (such as local streets, linking collectors, arterials, and freeways)
(Levinson, 2005). A comprehensive review of network structures and measures can be
found in Boccaletti et al (2006).
Different transport network topologies emerge out of different contexts and backgrounds. For instance, to a large extent the hub-and-spoke airline network structure is
shaped by the airline industry deregulation policies, under which for-profit airlines seek
to minimize cost and provide better services for large markets (Goetz and Sutton,
1997), coupled with underlying economic structures due to the technology. In comparison, the hierarchy of roads is designed to achieve an efficient road system given
different objectives of travel and interactions between roadway use and land use
(Rosenthal and Strange, 2001). Yerra and Levinson (2005) contend that the hierarchy
of a road emerges even without a centralized designer. Their model replicates different
speed levels for the road system using decentralized revenue and investment rules. It
implies that very different mechanisms can produce similar road patterns.
A variety of studies have modeled the growth or road networks based on different mechanisms, which can be cataloged into three streams. First, in probabilistic
network growth models each link is presumably born with a probability. There have
been many attempts to describe urban form, developing mathematical models of
connectivity (Salingaros, 1998; 2000; Salingaros et al, 2005) and urban growth
(Batty, 2006; Batty and Longley, 1986; Longley et al, 1991). A notable example is
the random graph model, arguably the first application of modern graph theory to
explain real-world networks (Erdo« s and Rënyi, 1959). Other approaches include the
exponential model (Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2002), the preferential attachment model
(Barabäsi and Albert, 1999; Price, 1965), the Markov graph (Frank and Strauss,
1986; Wasserman and Pattison, 1996), and the Newman ^ Gastner model (Gastner
and Newman, 2006).

(1) The small-world property is that although not adjacent to each other, most nodes can be reached
from every other by a small number of hops or steps.
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Second, in network design models a link is built to optimize a centralized objective,
such as minimizing the Euclidean distance (Gastner and Newman, 2006), minimizing
detour (Schweitzer et al, 1998), or maximizing transport potential between two locations
(Yamins et al, 2003).
Third, in agent-based models agents construct links with local objectives. For
example, Helbing et al (1997; 1998) adopt an active walker model to reproduce the
evolution of trains in urban green spaces. Yerra and Levinson (2005) model network
growth with localized investment rules. Levinson and Yerra (2006) investigate the selforganization of road networks using a travel demand model coupled with revenue,
cost, and investment models. Xie and Levinson (2009a) adopt an iterative process of
network loading, traffic demand dynamics, investment, and disinvestment. Such decentralized agent-based approaches provide a bottom-up perspective to examine phase
changes of network growth, path dependency (Arthur, 1989), and multiple equilibria
(Correa et al, 2004; Yang, 1998). Models of road network growth have been reviewed in
Xie and Levinson (2000b).
Modeling road networks is frequently related with land-use issues because individuals travel on roads to access desired activities and services. The next two sections will
elaborate on the spatial relationship between land use and network configurations
through the concept of accessibility.
3 Land-use affinity
Land use and transport have been seen as closely related. Dating back to the 19th
century, von Thu«nen (1826) identified the relationship between land rent, yield of land,
market price of product, and transport cost. Christaller (1933) proposed a hierarchy of
communities in terms of a variety of stores; goods of higher order tend to stay farther
away from each other than goods of lower order in that they serve a larger threshold
population. Lo«sch (1940) argued that the distribution of manufacturing production
can self-organize into honeycombs of regular hexagons in order to balance between
competition and occupying the market.
To understand the relationship between activity types, in this research we assume
there are two major types of places: homes and firms. People (who in this simple
model are all workers) live in homes and are employed at workplaces (firms).
Firms want to be near other firms because economies of agglomeration emerge when
different firms colocate. These economies lower costs of production (or increase quality).
Agglomeration economies, sometimes referred to as external economies of scale,
extend traditional internal, or firm-level, economies of scale, which as a firm increases
production reduces its per unit average cost (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004). Sources of
agglomeration economies include:
. labor-market pooling and other input sharing (sharing),
. access to specialized goods and services (matching),
. technological spillovers (learning),
. natural advantage,
. home-market effects,
. consumption opportunities, and
. rent seeking.
Marshall (1920) developed and Duranton and Puga (2004) further described the
first three points. Natural advantage has to do with some inherent ability to have lower
production costs in a particular location, due, for example, to the presence of an input
(eg, milling companies locating near waterfalls before electric transmission networks).
Home-market effects exist when local demand for a good (such as snowmobiles in
northern Minnesota) exceeds the average demand. Economies of consumption have
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several sources, and the ability to comparison shop for both substitutes and complements
may make a district advantageous to consumers (who can economize on travel costs by
trip chaining) and create demand for stores to be near competitors (since consumers
may be more likely to shop at a store in a cluster than one away from either competitors or complements) (Huang and Levinson, 2009; 2011). Further, the joint location
of complementary firms means that the `complement of my complement' will also be
colocated, which may be a direct competitor. When firms do desire to colocate, this
must outweigh any negative effects of being near other employers, such as having to
pay more for labor.
Firms want to be near workers, because workers constitute a major input to the
production process. Also, having a nearby workforce means that firms can pay less to
those workers as travel costs need not be compensated. Workers want to be near firms
which provide jobs since being near more jobs means there is additional demand and thus
higher wages. However, workers also want to live in homes far from other workers, since
this reduces both competition for jobs (and thus means higher wages) and competition
for land (and thus means lower rents and more space). This last `centrifugal' factor keeps
cities from converging onto a single point. Table 1 summarizes these relationships.
Table 1. Affinity between types of places. Plus () indicates attraction, minus (ÿ) indicates
aversion.

Firms
Homes

Firms

Homes





ÿ

An analysis of residential prices as a function of accessibility to jobs and to
workers (El-Geneidy and Levinson, 2006) corroborates the observation that workers
want proximity to jobs and separation from other workers. The affinity of workers for
jobs applies to subcenters as well as central business districts (Cho et al, 2008).
Similarly, firms who provided jobs seem to have an affinity for potential labor (Scott
and Horner, 2008). This logic bears some resemblance to Krugman (1996), though that
model fixed workers rather than modeling their dynamics, and underlies Levinson et al
(2007), who modeled locational dynamics and network speed and capacity, but kept
network topology fixed.
4 Network configurations and accessibility
In this study we model the road network as an undirected graph on a land-use layer
comprising a grid of land parcels which roads cannot cross. While the grid-like pattern
is idealized, it has been widely adopted in many places in the US (2) and elsewhere
(Ben-Joseph, 2005; Marcuse, 1987; Stanislawski, 1946). To illustrate, the two downtowns in the Minneapolis ^ St Paul Metropolitan Area have a typical grid-like pattern
(see the 1906 map in figure 1). Given the historical accounts, we endeavor to match our
model to the real environment yet also to make it simple enough to convey the results
and implications most clearly. We measure and assess the topological properties of
road networks from our model and the dynamic process which generates them.
US cities typically possess a highly integrated network of streets in central business
districts and to a lesser, but still significant, extent in older residential areas. However in
newer, post-World-War-II residential areas, networks have a lower level of connectivity.
(2) The

wide adoption of the grid-like pattern mainly results from the history of land-survey practice
in the US in the 18th century, although whether its benefit outweighs its cost remains in question.
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Figure 1. Road map of Minneapolis ^ St Paul, MN, 1906 (The New Encyclopedic Atlas and Gazetteer
of the World edited and revised by F J Reynolds, 1917) (source: http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/
historical/minneapolis 1906.jpg).

Figure 2. [In color online, see http://dx.doi.org/10.1068/b37094] Golden Valley and North Minneapolis.
Golden Valley is to the west of Theodore Wirth Park; Minneapolis is to the east (source: http://
OpenStreetMap.org).

This is illustrated in figure 2 by comparing Golden Valley, a largely post-World-War-II,
first ring suburb of Minneapolis on the west of Theodore Wirth Park (and north of
I-394), with a largely residential area of North Minneapolis, which is to the east of the
park. Downtown Minneapolis is at the very eastern edge of the figure. Minneapolis is
grid like and highly connected. Golden Valley has a much lower share of through
streets, more cul-de-sacs, and larger block sizes (and thus fewer km of roads per km2
of area). In the most southwest corner of figure 2 there is an office park and retail
center at the interchange of I-394 and Mn 100.
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On the basis of these and similar observations, transport geography defines two
basic types of network configurations, trees and circuits. A tree-like configuration is
strictly hierarchical: to go to any point from a point, one can proceed down a path
toward the center. There is only one path between an origin and a destination. If your
destination is on the same branch as the origin, you can reach your destination
directly, but if it is on a different branch, you must go into the first common point
on the network between the various points and the center, and then proceed outward.
In contrast, a web-like configuration presents multiple paths between origins and
destinations.
Many-to-one and one-to-many networks are often well served by tree-like structures; examples include water and sewer networks, broadcasting transmission systems,
and natural gas pipelines. Communication and transport networks, which need to
support many-to-many transactions, may not be able to scale efficiently using treelike structures, and thus often develop more cross-connections. There are reasons for
even one-to-many type networks having multiple paths, including variable demands
requiring distributed capacity, and network reliability (eg, on an electric grid, or a wire
goes down, will electricity still flow?). There are also examples of efficient transport
networks (eg, freight logistics, FedEx being the most illustrative) where all shipments
are sent to a single national center (eg, Memphis) for sorting before being redistributed
even if the shipment is local.
Both transport networks and places are organized hierarchically. Road networks
have local streets at the base of the hierarchy, serving primarily to enable land access at
low speeds and low levels of traffic, and interstate highways at the top, serving high
volumes of fast, longer distance movements, as shown in figure 3. Places range from
individual buildings (eg, a condominium association) through neighborhoods, towns or
cities, counties, states, and countries.

Minor arterial

Principal arterial

Mobilityö
high flow,
low access

Interstate
Major arterial
Arterial

Local
Collector

Collector
Land access ö
low flow,
high access

Local

Figure 3. [In color online.] Hierarchy of roads (source: Levinson and Krizek, 2008).

There are advantages to a hierarchy of streets in that it: aggregates traffic so there
can be economies of scale in construction and operation; separates access and movement functions to reduce conflict, making both safer; keeps residential neighborhoods
quiet; reduces network redundancy; allows exclusion of higher levels; and enables
financing by different agencies or levels of government (Levinson and Krizek, 2008).
That, however, does not imply there is a necessary advantage to a particular network
topology. In the demerits column, a hierarchy: increases travel distance (backtrack
costs); increases criticality of specific points (less redundancy means greater vulnerability); creates potential correspondence problems (mismatches) between the level of
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government and the level of road network for which it is responsible; and may be less
legible (Lynch, 1960) and thus it increases difficulty in navigation compared with flat
networks.
How these hierarchies are organized is related to, but not identical to, the topology.
Some topological structures (eg, trees) map directly to hierarchies, which others (eg,
circuits) may be hierarchical in function (eg, with some links operating with faster
traffic or carrying more flow than others), but the hierarchy is not obvious from a
simple graph representation. These topological configurations are defined in Xie and
Levinson (2007) and used below.
The advantage of a tree is the lower construction cost (it has a shorter center-line
length of network). Its disadvantage is the higher travel distance compared with a web,
on which it is easier to travel from and to noncentral locations (less backtracking is
required). A web thus has higher accessibility due to its high connectivity. It also has
greater redundancy in the case of a failure, while a closed link on a tree will eliminate
all access to particular points on the network (Jenelius, 2010). Real street networks are
combinations of trees and webs, some are more tree-like, others more web-like.
Accessibility measures the ease of reaching destinations. The higher the travel cost,
the lower the accessibility. It also measures the value of destinations: the more activities there are at the destination, the more valuable it is. A variety of measures have
been suggested that track accessibility from different perspectives (Geurs and van Wee,
2004; Handy and Niemeier, 1997; Kwan, 1998; Miller, 1991; 1999; Ottensmann and
Lindsey, 2008; Weber and Kwan, 2002).
An accessibility increase does two things. First it increases total wealth. Agglomeration economies caused by new infrastructure enlarge aggregate output. Second, it
redistributes wealth, as the locations where the accessibility gains are larger gain
more of the aggregate wealth. Places which do not increase accessibility by at least
the average amount may find themselves losing economic opportunities, since these
opportunities will relocate to take advantage of the accessibility benefits.
The next section illustrates the economic theory of network connectivity by introducing a simple agent model. The model considers the contribution of accessibility to
road network growth without assuming a central planner.
5 Economics
The economic theory of network connectivity that we trace out is one of individual
parcel owners behaving in a self-interested way building links in order to maximize
profit, with the result that under different circumstances, different network topologies
emerge. The variables used in this model are explained in table 2. We can formulate an
individual's objective as below.
The marginal profit for parcel
Q owner i (which also indicates parcel i) to build road
k in road set R [indicated by D i (k)] equals the extra value with road k compared with
the value without road k minus the construction expenditures of road k.
Y
D
k  Ai R1, . . . , k ÿ Ai R1, . . . , k ÿ 1 ÿ elk ,
(1)
i

where
Ai R 

N
X

wj cijÿd ,

(2)

j1


wj 

wc ,
wn ,

if j is the central parcel ,
otherwise :

(3)
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Table 2. Descriptions of variables. Some values are fixed.
Variables

Description

Fixed value

wn
wc
e
d
lk
N

value of land-use accessibility for a noncentral parcel ($)
value of land-use accessibility for the central parcel ($)
road construction cost per unit length ($)
distance decay parameter
length of road k
total number of parcels

1500
400
500
0.3
4
81

i
k
R[1, . . . , k]
Ai (R)

parcel (owner) ID
road ID
road network set consisting of roads from 1 to k
value of land-use accessibility for parcel owner i given road
network R
benefit of land-use accessibility for parcel owner i after
road k is built
land-use accessibility of parcel j
travel distance from parcel i to parcel j

D

Q

wj
cij

i

(k)

Equation (1) calculates the additional benefit of land-use accessibility for parcel
owner i after a new on-site road has been built, considering the cost of building this
road. The value of accessibility is measured by a gravity model in equation (2) which
shows that longer travel distance decreases the value of accessibility. The gravity form
is arguably the most widely used accessibility measure and has a strong theoretical and
empirical basis (Fotheringham and O'Kelly, 1989; Hansen, 1959; Koenig, 1980; Wilson,
1971). The value of accessibility depends on location and accessibility may be comprised of multiple land-use types. In this research we define two types of land use:
central parcel (for commercial use) and noncentral parcel (for residential use). The
value of accessing the central parcel equals wc , which is much higher than the value
for the noncentral parcel wnQ
.
For parcel owner i, if D i (k) > 0, that is, the benefit of building road k is greater
than zero, the on-site road will be constructed. There may even be cases where off-site
links would be valuable, but these are much more complicated cases as they require the
permission of other parties. However, since they are off-site, they may be of value to
other parties as well.
6 Network topology measures
Planar transport networks have two basic forms: branching networks and circuit networks (Haggett and Chorley, 1969). Circuit networks have closed circuits, whereas
branching networks display tree-like structures. Additionally, Xie and Levinson
(2007) formally define structural elements such as branch, ring, circuit, and beltway,
and develop an algorithm to measure the degree to which a network is tree-like (or
circuit-like). The treeness ratio (ftree ) ranges from 0 to 1 [refer to Xie and Levinson
(2007) for details about how to find trees, rings, and webs in a network]. A high
treeness ratio means a network is more tree-like. This measure is used to examine
the topological connectivity of road networks given different parameter values.
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7 Simulation model
7.1 Assumptions

In this research we define a road as a physical connection between two adjacent
parcels. The road network to be built overlays a grid-like land layer of N land parcels,
respectively owned by N parcel owners. The value of a land parcel is determined by its
accessibility to other land parcels. Parcel owners build roads to increase the accessibility of their own parcels (and thus increase their parcel values). Roads can only run
parallel to the x-axis or y-axis, with no overpasses. In addition, road construction is
irreversible: once a road is built, it cannot be severed. Multiple iterations are run until
a stable road pattern emerges (ie, no more new links are built).
The agent model is programmed on the Netlogo platform (see Wilensky, 1999). In
programming, we adopt a square-like region as the basic layer with N land parcels.
In our outputs, a noncommercial parcel is symbolized with a green circle, and a
commercial parcel with a red circle.
Parcel owners take turns to build roads; the sequence is randomly decided. Each
parcel owner can choose to build one link between two adjacent land parcels which are
not yet connected, or not to build a link. This is a locally selfish, myopic optimization,
maximizing short-term benefit for the agent itself, similar to the greedy algorithm.
7.2 Results and analysis

The base case is performed in the context of a 9  9 evenly spaced grid in the form of a
square, each point of which stands for a parcel which is owned individually. Fifty
iterations are tested in the base case. The parameter values used in the basic simulation
are shown in table 2. Initially there is no road. The road network reaches equilibrium
at the end of the fourth iteration (ie, no new link is built). Our results find multiple
stable road network patterns given different sequences of decision making for parcel
owners. Some exemplary patterns are illustrated in figure 4. All the networks consist
of tree-like and circuit-like structures. The networks display star-like shapes with a few
redundant links among certain branches. On the periphery, the link connectivity is
Noncommercial parcel
Commercial parcel

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. [In color online.] Exemplary resultant road network patterns given different sequences
of decision making for parcel owners, with d  0:3, e  500, wn  400, wc  1500, N  81, and
d  4.
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similar to a cul-de-sac pattern. Different sequences of decision making for parcel
owners lead to different network topologies in both temporal and spatial terms, exhibiting path dependency (Arthur, 1988). Since the center has the highest value of access,
the parcels closer to the central parcel connect to the center first.
As more parcels connect to the road network, the value of connecting to the whole
network increases, and ultimately all parcels are connected to the network. Figure 5
displays network patterns in each iteration until equilibrium for a particular run of the
model. We can see that at the end of the second iteration, the network pattern is still
tree-like. At the end of the fourth iteration, the network expands to parcels on the
periphery. Redundant links are later added to the tree-like structure. After four iterations the network stops changing, reaching stability. This evolutionary path reveals that
road network growth is a dynamic process where new roads are first built to connect to
important parcels before they expand to less important parcels. The tree-like structure
emerges first; redundant links are later built, rendering multiple traveling paths from
one parcel to another.
Noncommercial parcel
Commercial parcel

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. [In color online.] The evolution of road networks from (a) iteration 1 to (d) iteration 4
(the network structure), with d  0:3, e  500, wn  400, wc  1500, N  81, and d  4. There is
no road in the beginning. A tree-like structure emerges at the end of the first iteration (a). At the
end of iteration 4 (d), the network is fully connected.

What then are the impacts of different values of the key parameters on road
network patterns? First we perform a sensitivity test by changing the value of noncentral parcels wn from 0 to 1000 (with step size 50), while keeping other parameters
fixed. Our hypothesis is that as wn becomes larger, the network contains more links
and nodes have better connectivity. As expected, the simulation reveals phase changes
(from tree-like to circuit-like structure) for road networks given different values of wn .
In figure 6, when wn is lowest, treeness equals 1 (and circuitness equals 0). As wn
increases, treeness generally descends, suggesting a topological evolution from tree-like
to circuit-like.

Treeness
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Figure 6. [In color online.] The treeness ratio changes as wn changes from 0 to 1000, with
b  ÿ0:3, c  500, wc  1500, N  81, and d  4. When the value of wn is low, the network
is more tree-like; when wn grows, the network becomes more circuit-like as more redundant
or parallel links are constructed.

The second sensitivity text focuses on parameter e (construction cost per unit
length of a new road). As its value changes from 0 to 1000, the network evolves from
fully connected grid like to less connected circuit-like, and finally reduces to a binary
tree. Figure 7 reflects this phenomenon as the treeness ratio diminishes. When e is low,
more redundant or parallel links are built. When e is high, only the links around the
center are built and the network is completely tree-like. Once e > 900, there are no
links in the network. This shows that construction cost is also an important factor in
influencing network structure.
The absolute values of these thresholds depend deeply on modeling assumptions.
The existence of thresholds which result in the differentiation between partially
connected and fully connected, and between tree-like and web-like networks, however, is an important insight. As values of accessibility change (places become more
or less highly valued) or the cost structure changes, market-built networks will take on
different topologies.
To understand the road network growth under different geographical patterns, we
examine two scenarios, each with nine centers. In the first, these centers are concentrated, in the second they are dispersed. In the case of nine concentrated centers
of activity (see figure 8), the central area can be seen as a big cluster of fully connected
activity nodes acting as the hub of the network; the grid-like structure is similar to the
layout of downtown. Displaying a tree-like structure, other nodes are connected on
the spokes of these central nodes, resembling cul-de-sacs in a suburb. The results reveal
that areas with high accessibility (such as downtown) tend to be fully connected on the
grid network, whereas areas with low accessibility (such as suburban neighbourhoods
where residents desire more personal space) will naturally generate tree-like road structures.
We further concentrate on the scenario of nine dispersed centers (see figure 9). Compared with figure 8, road density tends to be more evenly distributed. The roads around the
nine centers are fully connected, and each center is a local hub. The density of road networks
in the region first rises and then decreases as the distance from the center increases.
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Figure 7. The treeness ratio changes as the cost of construction e changes from 50 to 1000. When
the value of e is low, the network is fully connected. As the cost increases, the network is less
connected with a mix of tree-like and circuit-like structures. As the cost increases, the network
shrinks to tree-like, when e > 900, no links are built and treeness is undefined.

Figure 8. [In color online.] Road network
structure in equilibrium in the scenario of
nine concentrated activity nodes. The network
has both tree-like and circuit-like structures.
The network density is the highest for the
cluster (marked by red dots); it decreases as
one moves farther away from the center.

Figure 9. [In color online.] Road network
structure in equilibrium in the scenario of
nine dispersed single-point centers. The centers all have full connections. On the periphery
and between centers there are more tree-like
structures.

8 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we propose a positive theory of network connectivity to explain road
network growth from a decentralized perspective. In this theory, road networks grow
from a nonredundant structure to a redundant one. An agent model is developed to
illustrate the dynamics of road network growth. The model is based on the assumption
that self-interested land-parcel owners build roads to increase the accessibility of each
owner's parcel and thereby to enhance the parcel's value. After reviewing the development of early roads in Minneapolis ^ St Paul since the late 19th century, we simulate
network growth on a grid-like land-use layer with a downtown (the central parcel with
high value of accessibility) in the center. First we find that networks evolve from a
simple tree-like structure to a web-like structure, which provides multiple paths from
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one destination to another. This finding comports with the growth of the UK turnpike
system from a tree-like structure (with London as the center) to a structure with
redundant roads,(3) as well as other transportation systems for which historical data
are available, such as the Twin Cities (Minneapolis and St Paul) streetcar network.
Our simulation results confirm that the development of road networks can be
modeled as an evolutionary process, and that when the economic or social conditions
of places reach certain thresholds road network patterns could go through significant
phase changes.
This research on topology (with undifferentiated links) provides insights into the
formation of early roads, the foundation of today's hierarchical transport systems, and
complements research on hierarchical links (varying in speed and capacity) given fixed
web-like topology by Yerra and Levinson (2005). While fully recognizing that central
authorities have played an important role in advancing current road networks (though
often responding to underlying economic pressures), we study the dynamics of roads
arising from the spontaneous behaviour of individuals.
Today large US cities have road networks whose per capita capacity is independent
of spatial extent. ``Road networks are built as though traffic is completely decentralized'' (Samaniego and Moses, 2008, page 33), but have flows which reflect a mix of
centralized and decentralized land use. This suggests that networks are leading land use
in the move towards decentralization, supporting previous findings on transit systems
(Levinson, 2008; Xie and Levinson, 2010). That argument is also supported by evidence from Switzerland since 1950, where network investment changed the distribution
of population and employment, effectively shrinking the country (Axhausen, 2008).
Although the growth of road networks in the real world is affected by numerous
factors, this research sheds light on the effect of a possible economic incentive ö the
value of accessibility. Our simulation results replicate the dynamic growth of road
networks and their phase changes in different economic conditions. Two major
implications can be derived.
First, road networks have the property of self-organization and evolution. Even
without a central authority or following an optimal design, interesting road network
patterns emerge out of the road-building behavior of individual parcel owners. When
certain economic conditions are met, roads are built first around the central parcel,
and then gradually cover the parcels on the periphery. The tree-like (nonredundant)
structure is the emergent topological characteristic in the first stage; as time progresses, the network not only reaches other parcels farther from the center, but also
provides multiple paths for parcels that are already connected. Meanwhile the value of
the whole network increases for each parcel.
Second, the growth of road networks also features path dependency and phase
changes. Regarding path dependency, we find different sequences of decisions lead to
different network topologies; moreover, the degrees of connectivity differ for individual
but otherwise similar parcels. For phase changes, as the values of some parameters in
the model exceed a threshold, road network topology experiences a clear-cut transformation. This implies that even a small variation in certain local economic conditions may
trigger fundamental changes for road networks in the long run.
The model assumes selfish actors. Introducing a welfare, rather than a profitmaximizing objective is likely to change the trade-off points, perhaps leading sooner
to a more web-like network, but not likely to change the underlying analysis. While
regulation may have become more strict in the late 20th century, developments also
(3) A movie on the evolution of the UK turnpikes from the 1720s to the 1800s can be found at
http://nexus.umn.edu/Movies-Full/UKTurnpike.mov
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became larger on average, so that on-site activities, which remained in the purview
of the original developer or parcel owner, became a larger share of the network.
This may help to explain the more tree-like, hierarchical aspects of late-20th-century
development compared with earlier decades and centuries.
We observe that networks are likely to be dense in the center and become sparser
over space as (1) commercial activities transition to residential activities because of
economies of agglomeration and relative affinities between land uses, and (2) landuse densities diminish. A natural consequence is that residential areas where the
shortened travel time does not outweigh the additional cost of construction will
require another mechanism in order to obtain through links. Some mechanisms are
outlined below:
. public provision of local roads,
. rules embedded in subdivision ordinances,
. large developments that can internalize the otherwise external benefit of throughconnectivity, or
. side payments from other developers in order to obtain through links.
In the absence of such a mechanism, the local street network will retain the
lollipop-like cul-de-sac pattern found in modern suburbs. Our results imply that one
possible reason for lower road density and connectivity in suburbs is that the value of
connecting places in suburbs is lower than in central places (and/or perhaps the cost
is higher), and therefore fewer roads are built in a completely decentralized scenario.
Yet, given the existence of regulatory forces, a place of the lowest value of accessibility
does not have to wait until the last to be connected. A governing body can allocate
resources to build roads for these places as needed, or change the value of accessibility
in the place by policy (eg, through zoning or tax incentives).
While the model is based on a very simplified scenario, it provides insights into
the dynamics and economics of the growth of road networks in a decentralized
mechanism. The reason we chose to keep the decentralized feature is that in this study
we aimed to unveil the evolution of road networks without interference from a governing body, wherein identification of causal relationships and principles would be more
clear-cut.
Future work to expand this model can take four directions. First, the value of
accessibility per parcel (wc and wn ) is fixed in the model. In the future we can adjust
the value over time with the change of road network topology, so that we can
quantitatively examine how this relationship impacts the evolution of road networks.
Second, while the affinity theory in table 1 shows four spatial relationships for commercial and residential uses, our simulation models cover two relationships, respectively, to
residential and to commercial uses (without distinguishing how different origins may
value the different destinations). Our future work will differentiate the relationships
(allowing residential ^ commercial, residential ^ residential, commercial ^ residential,
commercial ^ commercial to all have different values). Third, the model is only tested
using a gridiron structure to illustrate the essence of the theory. One extension is to
test different patterns such as a hexagon-like structure or hub-and-spoke structure
with nonparallel roads. Fourth, it is probably worthwhile to compare our resulting
network with a network that is the product of centralized planning (given such an
objective as minimizing construction or maximizing network accessibility). Such
comparisons may provide insights into the balance of public and private roles in
road construction.
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